Established: 1962
Individual Members: 0
Corporate Members: 390
Office personnel: 17

Objective(s): To support the technological and competitive development of the Brazilians HVAC-R sector, defending their legitimate interests, promoting the responsible use of refrigerants fluids and equipment to reduce the global warming, looking to preserve the environment and to improve life quality.

Publications
Weekly News ABRAVA
ABRAVA Magazine

Conferences
April 5 to 9: SEMINAR REGULATORY STANDARDS
June 17: EXPO QUALINDOOR
August 19: WORKSHOP COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL REFRIGERATION
November 22: FEBRAVA / DESIGNER ENCOUNTER (TRAINING DAY) / KNOWLEDGE ARENA
November 23: FEBRAVA / DESIGNER ENCOUNTER / CONBRAVA / KNOWLEDGE ARENA
November 24: FEBRAVA / CONBRAVA / III WOMEN ENCOUNTER / KNOWLEDGE ARENA
November 25: FEBRAVA / CONBRAVA / KNOWLEDGE ARENA

Organization
- Committees: CB-55; Energy Efficiency,; Regulatory Standards Disclosure; Women
- Chapters: Regional Boards Bahia, Minas Gerais, Pernambuco, Ceará. Sections: National Departments Residential AC; Central AC;BCA; Thermal Solar Energy; Automation and Controls; Commerce; Air Distribution; Consultant and Designers Companies; Contractors and Maintenance; Thermal Insulation; Environmental; Refrigeration Compact Equipment; Indoor Air Quality; Commercial Refrigeration; Industrial Refrigeration; Ventilation; Automotive Air Conditioning..

International Contacts
Samoel Vieira de Souza - International Affairs Director - samoel@cacr.com.br
Arnaldo Basile - Executive President - presidencia@abrava.com.br